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1 Introduction
An increasing amount of evidence suggests that in human
infants the ability to learn by watching others, and in
particular, the ability to imitate, could be crucial precursors
to the development of appropriate social behavior, and
ultimately the ability to reason about the thoughts, intents,
beliefs, and desires of others [Meltzoff 1996].

We have created a number of imitative characters and
robots [Breazeal et al. 2004], the latest of which is Max T.
Mouse, an anthropomorphic animated mouse character who
is able to observe the actions he sees his friend Morris Mouse
performing, and compare them to the actions he knows how
to perform himself. This matching process allows Max to
accurately imitate Morris’s gestures and actions, even when
provided with limited synthetic visual input. Furthermore, by
using his own perception, motor, and action systems as
models for the behavioral and perceptual capabilities of
others (a process known as Simulation Theory in the
cognitive literature), Max can begin to identify simple goals
and motivations for Morris’s behavior, an important step
towards developing characters with a full theory of mind.

2 Imitation and Movement Recognition
Max watches Morris through a color-coded synthetic vision
system, which renders the world from Max’s perspective.
The color-coding allows Max to visually locate and
recognize a number of key end-effectors on Morris’s body,
such as his hands, nose and feet.

As Max watches Morris, he roughly parses Morris’s
visible behavior into individual movements and gestures.
Max locates places where Morris was momentarily still, or
where he passed through a transitionary pose, such as
standing, both of which could signal the beginning or end of
an action. Max then tries to identify the observed movement,
by comparing it to all the movement representations
contained within his own motor system. To do this, Max
compares the trajectories of Morris’s effectors to the
trajectories his own limbs would take while performing a
given movement. This process allows Max to come up with
the closest matching motion in his repertoire, using as few as
seven visible effectors (as of writing, we have not tested the
system using fewer than seven). By performing his best
matching movement or gesture, Max can imitate Morris.

3 Identifying Motivations and Goals
Max and Morris both choose their actions using a
hierarchically organized action system, composed of
individual action units known as action tuples (detailed in
Blumberg et al. [2002]). Each action tuple contains an action
to perform, trigger contexts in which to perform the action,
an optional object to perform the action on, and do-until
contexts indicating when the action has been completed.

A subset of trigger contexts, known as “should-I” triggers,
can be viewed as simple motivations—for example, a
should-I trigger for Max’s eating action is hunger. Similarly,
some do-until contexts, known as “success” contexts, can
represent low-level goals—Max’s success context for
reaching for an object is holding the object in his hands. By
searching his own action system for the action that Morris is
most likely to be performing, Max can identify likely
“should-I” triggers and “success” do-untils for Morris’s
current actions. For example, if Max sees Morris eat, he can
match this with his own eating action, which is triggered by
hunger, and know that Morris is probably hungry. In the
future, Max will be able to use the trigger and do-until
information from his best matching action in order to interact
with Morris in a more socially intelligent way—for instance,
Max might see Morris reaching and help him get the object
he is reaching for, bringing him closer to more advanced
social behavior such working on cooperative tasks.

Figure 1. First row: Morris (blue) demonstrates an action
(covering his eyes) while Max (brown) watches. Second
row: Morris through Max’s eyes. The colored spheres
represent key effectors. Third row: Max reproduces
Morris’s action, by performing the movements in his own
repertoire that are closest to what he observed.
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